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Abstract. In this work, we address a problem of people identification. People 

identification is an important feature in various application like using in banks, 

airports, border crossings etc. For purpose of people identification today are used 

different methods such as face recognition, fingerprint, scanning of eye retina, 

voice recognition etc. The most of these methods require interaction with people 

while one method, people gait recognition, can be proceeding even without 

awareness of people who is in process of identification. Because of that, people 

gait recognition is interesting field in identification process and biometrical tech-

niques. Our approach for this imply using Kinect sensor from Microsoft and 

Matlab high level technical computing language. For image classification we use 

bag of features or bag of words. Process consists of extracting regions, compute 

descriptors, find clusters, and compute distance matrix and using SVM (Support 

Vector Machine) for Classification. Dataset which is used in this process is also 

created with Kinect sensor. 

Keywords: People identification, gait recognition, Kinect sensor, bag of fea-
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1 Introduction 

People identification is very important task in many areas of human life. This task is 

provided in banks, airports, border crossing, in companies as security check etc. There 

are different methods for completing this task like face recognition, fingerprint, analyz-

ing of eye (retina, iris), voice recognition etc. These methods are realized on some dif-

ferent ways but ultimately they do a job. The most of these methods require some kind 

of interaction with a person which passing a process of identification. One of methods 

which does not require interaction with persons is gait recognition. In this work we 

present a method for people identification in gait, but we are not analyzing gait features 

(like step length, time between steps etc.). Instead we use whole pictures in dataset 

which contains persons in different gait position (these positions are positions captured 

while persons walk in one direction) and based on that, after training phase, prediction 

is done in real time. For reasons that we analyze pictures with persons in gait position 

state of the art is focused on works with this topic. Many works are done with gait 
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recognition and basically are model based or appearance based. Sivapalan et al. [1] 

extend a Gait energy images concept (GEI) with 3D and represent Gait energy volume 

(GEV). Sivapalan et al. [2] also present Backfilled GEI (BGEI), a new capture-modality 

independent feature.  Hofmann, Bachmann i Rigoll [3] expand in their approach GEI 

concept with depth information and present Depth Gradient Histogram Energy Image 

(DGHEI). Borràs, Lapedriza i Igual [4] represent a DGait database gained with depth 

camera and extract 2D and 3D gait features based on shape descriptors and compare 

the performance of these features for gender identification using Kernel SVM (Support 

vector machine). Lu, Wang i Moulin [5] are in their work present Sparse reconstruction 

based metric learning method (SRML). Chattopadhyay et al. [6] are explore the ap-

plicability of Kinect RGB-D streams in recognizing gait patterns of individuals. They 

register the depth and RGB frames from sensor to obtain smooth silhouette shape along 

with depth information where partial volume reconstruction of the frontal surface of 

each silhouette is done. In they work proposed gait feature is called Pose Depth Volume 

(PDV). Arora i Srivastava [7] proposed spatial-temporal-based method for human gait 

recognition called Gait Gaussian Image (GGI). Preis et al. [8] present the approach 

based on Microsoft Kinect where they evaluate a number of body features together with 

step length and speed, while in [9] authors integrate depth information in a silhouette-

based gait recognition scheme to produce hybrid 2D-3D frontal gait recognition 

scheme. Iwashita et al. [10] propose a method where they have a human body image 

divided in areas and features for each area are extracted. Sinha et al. [11] use skeleton 

data using Kinect, where they use Adaptive Neural Network (ANN) for feature selec-

tion and classification, while Kumar and Babu [12] proposed an algorithm which also 

uses 3D skeleton information and trajectory covariance of joint points. Gabel et al. [13] 

also present a system based on Kinect sensor. Also there are many other works which 

use a skeleton information. 

2 Proposed solution 

2.1 Sensors used, preprocessing performed 

In this work is used bag of features or bag of visual words method for image classi-

fication. This task is realized using Matlab, high level technical computing language 

also with Computer Vision System Toolbox and Image Acquisition Toolbox for 

Matlab. As sensor is used Microsoft Kinect for Xbox 360 with Microsoft Windows 

SDK v1.8 installed on Windows 10 Operating system. 

2.2 Features used 

According to [14] image classification analyzes the numerical properties of various 

image features and organizes data into categories. Algorithms for classification usually 

use two phases of processing that include training and testing. At training phase char-

acteristic properties of typical image features are isolated and unique description of 



each classification category is created while in testing phase these feature-space parti-

tions are used for classification of image features [14]. 

Bag of words model like said in [15] can be applied to image classification, treating 

image descriptors as words, while bag of visual words represent sparse vector of occur-

rence counts of a vocabulary of local image features and can be described as histogram 

of visual words. Figure 1 shows steps of bag of features. 

 

Fig. 1. Steps of Bag of features (Illustration according [16]) 

In Matlab can be used Computer Vision System Toolbox functions for image cate-

gory classification by creating a bag of visual words. In this process it is generated a 

histogram of visual word occurrences that represent an image and they are used to train 

an image category classifier [17]. 

Object bagOfFeatures defines a features (visual words) using k-means clustering al-

gorithm on extracted feature descriptors. There are iteratively grouped descriptors in k 

mutually exclusive clusters, where each cluster center represents a feature or visual 

word [17]. 

 In this work bag of features is created as: 

bag = bagOfFeatures(imset,'VocabularySize',500,... 

    'PointSelection','Detector'); 

 

VocabularySize is defined by default value (500) and corresponds to K in K-means 

clustering algorithm, while PointSelection is selection method for picking point loca-

tion for SURF (speeded up robust feature) feature extraction. Two stages exist for fea-

ture extraction in Matlab, first is method for picking point locations (SURF-Detector or 

Grid) and second is extracts of features (SURF extractor for both selections methods) 

[17].  In this case is used Detector instead of Grid.  

When is used Detector for PointSelection that means the feature points are selected 

using SURF detector, while in other case there is predefined grid with spacing where 

points are picked [17].  

 

The imset is defined as: 

imset = imageSet('DataSet','recursive'); 

This imset load a data from dataset. 



More about above mentioned terms and generally about computer vision, machine 

learning and other can be found in Official pages of Mathworks in various sections, 

supporting documents etc. 

2.3 Training and testing phase 

Dataset is created and tested using Kinect sensor for a 10 persons while in this work 

is shown for two. This process, process of creating dataset, is automated where is only 

necessary insert number of persons for which will be images captured and stored in 

dataset. Default value for insert persons’ image in dataset is two and that is a reason for 

using two persons’ example in this work. For every person it is captured 25 images for 

training but can be created and other number. Restriction for capturing images for da-

taset is range of Kinect sensor (range of Kinect is described below). This can be over-

come by reduce delay between images capturing. This (reducing delay) in some manner 

overcome this problem, but captured images are too similar. To completely overcome 

this problem, it is necessary to use some more precise and large range sensor in order 

to capture images with more different details. Here is every person stored in different 

subfolder with his name. Also it is possible to automatically naming persons in format 

“PersonN” (where N is 0,1,2,3,4,5…). This is illustrated in figure 2 and figure 3. 

 

Fig. 2. Number of person for dataset 

 

Fig. 3. Naming persons 

After these operations defined in figure 2 and 3 is necessary to stand up in front of 

Kinect sensor and first let to Kinect detect skeleton joints of person. It is important to 

draw and tracking skeleton over person because skeleton is different for every person 

and in this case, when persons are gait recognized have important role. Joints detection 

and skeleton tracking over person is shown on figure 4, 5 and 6.  Kinect sensor detect 



and track 20 joints in standing position and 10 in sitting position. In this case is im-

portant to track all 20 joints. 

Kinect sensor according [18] can recognize six person and track two. 

 

Fig. 4. Recognition of six persons and tracking two with skeleton [18] 

 

Fig. 5. Joints detection with 3D depth sensor 

 

Fig. 6. Skeleton tracking on a person (Also gained with Kinect) 

In this work it is defined to detect and track only one person in time and also recog-

nize one person in time. Like future work can be interesting to track and recognize more 



persons simultaneously. According to [11] in default range mode Kinect can see per-

sons standing between 0.8 meters and 4.0 meters away but practical range is between 

1.2 meters and 3.5 meters while in near mode it is 0.4 meters and 3.0 meters and 0.8 

meters and 2.5 meters for practical range. Guided with this, capturing images for dataset 

is also in that range. Images for dataset are stored in PNG (Portable Network Graphics) 

format along with skeleton over person. Figure 7 shows capturing images for dataset. 

In this case it is example for two persons like is said before. For purpose of capturing 

images for dataset and skeleton tracking are used both RGB Camera and 3D Depth 

sensor of Kinect. 

 

Fig. 7. Capturing images for dataset 

Whole process can be described as fallows. After is dataset created using Kinect 

sensor than is necessary to load this dataset. This is done using above mentioned imset. 

Then is a step of creating bag of features from dataset of images. After that, images are 

encoded as a new features and then are used as training data in Matlab Classification 

Learner to train a model. In Classification Learner is used SVM Classifier (Support 

Vector Machine). Also is used and KNN (k-Nearest Neighbors) Classifier for testing 

purpose. Results in this case for both SVM and KNN are the same and it is 100% (Fig-

ure 10). As the both have 100%, SVM is chosen for the reason of slightly better results 

of using in similar cases (by our experiences).  

This all procedure is a train procedure. Beside train procedure it is a prediction pro-

cedure which is reflected in real time persons’ recognition. In this procedure is used 

trained model to give a prediction. 

Figure 8 shows a steps for a presented method for people identification. 



 

Fig. 8. Steps for a people identification 

2.4 Experimental results 

Results of recognition are for two persons for which is dataset captured. While is 

real time recognition first is shown an empty scene (Scene without persons). If a person 

stands in front of Kinect sensor and start walking like on figure 9, two pictures below 

(pictures with skeleton) on figure 9 are shown and label with name appears (on pictures 

above). In case if person walk away from Kinect range, again Empty Scene label ap-

pears and pictures with skeleton disappears. Table 1 shows Confusion Matrix. 

 

Fig. 9. Results of person recognition 
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Table 1. Confusion Matrix 

Table 1 shows Confusion matrix in which can be seen that prediction in all cases is 

100%. This is small set of data to provide some good conclusions and much more per-

sons must be included in experimental tests to gain real performances of the algorithm. 

 

The algorithm is tested on small set of data, what is a shortcoming, but with these 

data it works very well. Also, this algorithm has some other shortcomings which are: 

 The impossibility of simultaneous recognition of several persons, 

 Imperfectly identification of persons from reason that images with similar charac-

teristics can lead to wrong identification, 

 The algorithm uses whole pictures with all the content, for identification (environ-

ment, people, clothes) therefore ideally works when using the same environment and 

the same clothes with a person which passing a process of identification. 

3 Conclusion and future work 

In this work, we are presented one method for people identification which uses a 

Kinect sensor. Many methods today are used for a process of people identification. Idea 

in this work is to implement an algorithm for people identification in gait because this 

kind of identification does not require interaction with a person. Presented algorithm 

works very well in some environment, but does not uses strictly analyzing of gait fea-

tures of a person. The algorithm works analyzing whole pictures and features from da-

taset and then in real time performs prediction based on trained data. As a future work 

is planned to investigate and find some ways for analyzing gait features of a person and 

create an algorithm which will be more robust to an environment and clothes changes. 

Also, it is important to provide a manner for a simultaneously identification many per-

sons. 
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